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ABSTRACT
Maximum revenue (or cost saving) from non-tracking photovoltaic (PV) modules used for distributed generation
can be achieved by a module orientation that depends on how the electricity tariff varies with time of day and time
of year. Many jurisdictions have real-time market prices of electricity for large customers, time-dependent tariffs, or
tariffs that depend on peak demand. This paper quantifies the impact of such tariffs on the optimal orientation of
non-tracking PV modules using example tariffs from California, Nevada and Ontario, and concludes that modules
should be oriented to the west of south by 28°, 46° and 54° respectively. In order to focus on the impact of tariff, the
results are based on simulations of a constant-efficiency PV system operating under year-round clear-sky conditions.
A generalized relationship between optimal azimuth and the on- to off-peak ratio of time-dependent tariffs is also
presented. The paper quantifies the sensitivity of the dollar value of the power generated to non-optimal orientation
of the modules. Compared to conventional south facing modules tilted at an angle just under the latitude, the paper
demonstrates that optimal orientation adds 4-19% to the revenue/cost savings, potentially affecting the economic
viability of a PV installation. The peak demand components of the Ontario tariff have a much more substantial effect
on the optimization and resultant revenues (cost savings) than variations in the real-time market price of electricity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to maximize the annual electric energy
generated by non-tracking photovoltaic (PV)
modules, the modules should be oriented south in the
Northern Hemisphere and north in the Southern
Hemisphere. Also, assuming clear sky conditions, the
optimal tilt is approximately equal to the latitude [13].
Many local factors influence the optimal
orientation for individual locations, including
cloudiness, temperature, shading, dust, rain (which
washes away the dust), snow and bird droppings [4].
General cloudiness increases the proportion of diffuse
irradiance resulting in an optimal tilt angle less than
latitude. A US study [5] shows that, when cloudiness

is taken into account, the optimal tilt is reduced by up
to 10°, particularly in the northern United States. An
analytical approach [6] finds that the optimal tilt in
cloudy US locations is reduced by 12° to 16°. Two
European studies [7-8] find that the optimum tilt must
be reduced by 10° to 20° between southern and
northern Europe due to the same effect.
In off-grid implementations, obtaining a uniform
power output throughout the day or year may be of
more importance than maximizing the total energy
generated [9].
The aim of this paper is to maximize financial
benefit. To achieve this, one must account for the
dollar value of the energy depending on the time of
day and year. Ref [10] shows that grid-scale PV
systems selling to the wholesale market with higher
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prices on summer afternoons in the USA result in
optimal orientations west of south for an increase of
1-5% in revenue. A similar optimization for Ontario
wholesale market prices gave an azimuthal
adjustment of 1° to 4° west of south [11]. The
present paper addresses PV used for distributed
generation, and quantifies the impact of three types of
tariffs on the optimal tilt and azimuth of fixed solar
modules. These three scenarios are 1) feed in tariffs
(FIT) 2) time of use (ToU), and 3) large commercial
customers. For these scenarios, we find the dollar
value to be increased by 4-19% compared to a due
south orientation.
1.1 Feed in tariffs

Many PV installations sell their power at a FIT
available in their local jurisdiction, and the majority
of FIT contracts are at a fixed price per kWh for 1020 years. This results in an optimal orientation that is
the same for both maximum revenue and maximum
energy. By contrast, other FITs depend on the time of
day and time of year, such as in Sacramento,
California [12].
1.2 Time-of-Use tariffs

Many jurisdictions have been reducing their
FITs, [13], resulting in the importance of non-FIT
opportunities. For these, the economic viability of PV
power generated at customer sites is determined by
offsetting the cost of purchasing power, such as load
displacement, and possibly by selling power back to
the grid (i.e. net-metering). In this case, optimal
orientation of PV modules is determined by the time
varying cost of electricity. Many jurisdictions have
ToU tariffs designed to incentivise a reduction in
demand at peak times. Thus, orienting PV modules to
maximize power production during high tariff periods
results simultaneously in a financial benefit to the
customer and a reduced peak demand for the grid.
Ref. [14] projects that 14% of US consumers will
have ToU tariffs by 2020. The early work in [15]
showed the dependence of electricity cost on tilt of
PV modules at six European locations, but restricted
consideration of ToU tariffs to how they match the
building load profile. An analysis of 2005 ToU
pricing in Ontario found the optimal azimuth to be 5°
east of south [11]. Ref. [16] investigates a residential
subdivision in Nevada with roof integrated
photovoltaics, and found houses facing 40° west of
south (tilt 22.5° dictated be the architectural design)
derived the most dollar savings from the ToU tariff
and contributed significantly to peak load reductions.
In Section 3.2 we investigate the Nevada tariff for
commercial customers to determine both the optimal
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tilt and azimuth where both can be selected, such as
modules mounted using racking on the ground or on
a nearly flat surface.
1.3 Tariffs for large commercial customers

Electricity tariffs for large customers can incorporate
peak-dependent components, including:
a)

The real-time cost of electric energy on the
wholesale market ($/kWh of consumption);
b) A charge dependent on the customer’s peak
demand each month.
- This is designed to represent the cost borne by
the grid for the capacity of the transmission
and distribution networks used to deliver the
power to the customer ($/kW of peak
customer demand);
c) A charge dependent on the customer’s demand at
times when the total grid demand is at its peak.
- This is designed to represent the capital costs
borne by the grid operator for the peak
capacity of the generation, transmission and
distribution equipment ($/kW of customer
demand at grid peak times).
Since the electric power industry is capital intensive,
the costs of supplying power at peak times,
represented by b) and c) above, are very significant.
Even though items b) and c) are based on the
customers’ consumption during very specific hours of
the year, they can contribute over 50% of the
electricity bill. The hours during which peak demand
occurs therefore play an important role in
determining the optimal orientation of PV modules
designed to offset demand. Section 3.3 of this paper
analyses this situation based on tariffs for Ottawa,
Ontario.

2. MODEL OF REVENUE FROM
PV MODULES
Two proven approaches to estimating the amount of
solar energy reaching PV modules are (a) from
Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) data and (b) from
a clear sky model. The GHI data, by its empirical
nature, takes into account cloudiness and atmospheric
pollution, and must be used when assessing a
project’s viability at a specific location. We choose a
clear-sky model because it allows for direct analysis
and avoids the possible influence of site-specific
atmospheric effects, enabling us to focus our research
on a single factor: the impact of tariff on optimal
orientation.
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The siimulation is based on the model
m
provided
d
by [17], wh
hich estimates Watts of solarr irradiance perr
square metter of PV colleector, as detaileed in Appendix
x
A. Combiining this with
h the time-deependent tarifff
values givees a surface off revenue in teerms of tilt and
d
azimuth from
f
which we
w can find a maximum
m
revenue. The surface also
a
indicates how sensitivee
revenue is to non-optim
mal tilts and azzimuths, which
h
are importtant considerattions for consttrained system
m
installation
ns.

3. OPT
TIMUM
PV
ORIIENTATIO
ON

MODULE
E

3.1 Time
e-dependentt feed in tariff

pact of a time-In this secction we invesstigate the imp
dependent FIT on the optimal orientaation by taking
g
the example of the FIT contract
c
[12], in
i Sacramento,
CA, (latitu
ude 38.56° north), given in Table 1. It iss
designed to
o alleviate streess on the grid at peak times,
particularly
y the June-Sep
ptember “superr peak” period
d
from 14:00
0 to 20:00 wheen air condition
ning usage is att
its maximu
um. At those times, the FIT
T is more than
n
twice the average,
a
and the
t sun’s azim
muth is west off
south, sign
nificantly affeccting the optim
mal orientation
n
for PV modules.



Max ene
ergy

4% revenue
increase

*

Maax revenue

in Figgure 1 for a noominal 50 kW system. The optimal
orienntation for revvenue is 36° ttilt and azimutth 28°
west of south whilee the optimal oorientation for eenergy
maxiimization is att a 35° tilt annd 0° azimuthh. The
differrence, shown by the arrow
w in Figure 11, is a
margginal revenue increase of 4%. 95% oof the
maxiimum revenuee can be obttained for aziimuths
betw
ween 7° east of south and 63° west of south.
Table
e 1. FIT for a 20 year contract, Sacramento, CA
($/kW
Wh).

20144

Oct.--Feb.
Mar.--May
June--Sept.

Super
k
Peak
14:00020:000
0.09229
0.06993
0.22775

The resultts of simulatiing the reven
nue from non-tracking PV
P systems at various tilts with azimuthss
from 10° east
e of south to 110° west of south
s
are given
n

Peak
Off P

6:00-14:00;
20:000-22:00
0.07777
0.06770
0.07884

Otheer
timess
0.06662
0.05775
0.0712

3.2 T
Time-of-use tariff

If a FIT is not aavailable or is oversubscribbed, a
custoomer may chooose to install P
PV modules to offset
poweer purchased fr
from the grid iinstead. In thiss case,
the ttariff used to purchase power determinees the
optim
mal panel orienntation. Increaasingly, jurisdiictions
have ToU tariffs [14]. We chosee the small buusiness
tarifff for Las Vegaas, NV [18], siince it illustrattes the
effecct of large ratiios between thhe peak rate annd the
otherr rates as shown
wn in Table 2.
Table
e 2. Small busin
ness ToU tariff ($/kWh) for Las Vegas,
NV.

Sum
mmer Peak
Sum
mmer OffPeaak
Reggular

Figure 1. Variation
V
of an
nnual revenue ($
$) with tilt and
d
azimuth fro
om a clear sky
y simulation ussing the FIT in
n
Sacramento, CA. The opttimum energy maxima
m
point iss
donated by ●, while the optimum revenue point is denoted
d
by *.

Peak
On P

13:00-19:00
June-Sept
19:00-01:00
June-Sept
Other times

0.30031
0.06144
0.04887

The rresults of simuulating the reveenue from a noominal
50 kW system witth different tillts and azimutths are
show
wn in Figure 2.. The optimum
m orientation iss a tilt
of 344°, just under thhe latitude of L
Las Vegas (36°°), and
an azzimuth of 46°° west of souuth. The azim
muth is
furthher west than inn Sacramento, reflecting the higher
peak tariff in Las V
Vegas due to thhe more pronoounced
air coonditioning peaak for that casee.
The arroow in Figure 2 indicates a 9%
increease in financcial benefit foor this optimaal PV
moduule orientationn compared to a convenntional
installlation facing due south witth a tilt of 35°°. This
potenntially has a siignificant impaact on the Retuurn on
Invesstment (RoI) aand the econoomic viability of the
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system. At
A the optimal tilt, 95% of the maximum
m
revenue caan be obtained
d by an azimutth between 11°°
and 79° weest of south.
3.3 Tarifff that reflectts peak dem
mand

Large com
mmercial and
d industrial customers
c
aree
sometimess subject to tariffs that take peak demand
d
into accou
unt in a moree explicit way
y. Appendix B
contains an
n analysis baseed on a tariff structure
s
which
h
applies to large
l
customerrs in Ottawa, ON
O with a peak
k
demand ov
ver 3MW.



Maxx energy
9% revenue
increase

*

Max revenu
ue

Imp
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mulation using a peakand aazimuth from a clear sky sim
depenndent tariff, O
Ottawa, ON. T
The optimum energy
maxim
ma point is donaated by ●, whilee the optimum rrevenue
point is denoted by *..

Figurre 3 shows the results of simuulating a nomiinal 50
kW PV system for a hypotthetical comm
mercial
custoomer in Ottaw
wa, ON (latitudde 45°). The split of
chargges among whholesale pricee/customer peaak/grid
peakss is in the rratio 22%/23%
%/55%. Thee high
perceentage associaated with grid peaks is typiical of
largee customers in Ontario. The ooptimal orientaation is
an azzimuth of 54° w
west of south w
with a tilt of 411°, just
below
w the Ottawaa latitude. Thiis gives 19% more
revennue than a 45° tilt poointing due south,
substtantially increeasing the R
RoI from succh an
installlation. At the optimal tilt, 95% of the maxximum
revennue can be obttained by an aazimuth betweeen 24°
and 884° west of souuth.

4. DISCUSS
SION
4.1 Comparison
n with otherr studies
Table
e 3. Summary of the impactt of tariff on optimal
orienttation of PV mod
dules and reven
nue increase com
mpared
to sou
uth facing module
es tilted just lesss than latitude.

Sacramento,
CA
Figure 2. Variation
V
of annu
ual financial ben
nefit ($) with tiltt
and azimuth
h from a clear sk
ky simulation ussing a ToU tariff
ff
in Las Vegas, NV. The op
ptimum energy maxima
m
point iss
d
donated by ●, while the optimum revenue point is denoted
by *.



Max energyy

19% revvenue
increase
e

*

Max revenue

V
of annu
ual financial ben
nefit ($) with tiltt
Figure 3. Variation

Typpe of Tariff

Timedependent
FIT

Las
Vegas,
NV
Timeof-use
tariff

Otttawa,
ON
N
Peaakdeppendentt tariff

Latiitude

38°

36°

445°

Opttimal tilt
Opttimal
azim
muth west
of ssouth
Revvenue
incrrease

36°

34°

441°

28°

46°

554°

4%

9%

119%

Tablee 3 summarisees the optimal oorientation results of
Sectiion 3 and inndicates a subbstantial channge in
azimu
muth compared to a conventioonal installatioon, but
little change in tillt. Authors whho have studieed the
effecct of cloudinesss [5-8] withouut considering tariff,
have found that itt affects tilt w
without a signnificant
impaact on azimuthh. In order to iinvestigate the effect
of booth tariff and cloudiness, em
mpirical estimaates of
clouddiness from [[21] were inccorporated intto the
optim
mization for thhe peak dependdent tariff in O
Ottawa,
ON. The results weere an optimal azimuth of 555° west
and ttilt of 40°, wiithin one degrree of the vallues in
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Table 3. This shows that in Ottaawa, the peak
k
dependent tariff has a far greater impact than
n
cloudiness on optimal PV
P module orrientation. Thee
same stud
dy showed a 15.5% increase in revenuee
compared to
t a south facin
ng orientation.
Th
he optimal oriientation when
n selling powerr
at the timee varying who
olesale price studied
s
in [10]]
had an azim
muth -2° to 30
0° west of south, giving a 1%
%
to 5% inccrease in reveenue, over a range of US
S
markets. For
F compariso
on with [10],, we ran ourr
simulation for Ottawa, ON,
O using only
y the wholesalee
price of ellectricity and excluded
e
the peak-dependent
p
t
charges deescribed in App
pendix B. The result is a 1%
%
(3%) dollaar benefit with
h a 5° (6°) azzimuth west off
south and 40° (34°) tiilt for clear sky
s
conditionss
(cloudinesss from [21]). These azimutths and dollarr
benefits arre comparable with those in [10]; however,
they are much
m
lower than
n the results in Table 3 which
h
suggests th
hat the peak-d
dependent com
mponents of thee
tariff play a much more important
i
role in determining
g
the optimaal orientation and
a increase in
n revenue than
n
does the reeal-time wholessale price.
In
n
summary
y,
the
peak-dependent
p
t
componentts of the tariff for Ottawa, ON
N play a majorr
role in the increased dolllar value that can
c be obtained
d
from an op
ptimal orientattion, and are more
m
importantt
than clou
udiness or vaariations in the
t
wholesalee
electricity price.
4.2 On- to off-pea
ak
depe
endent tarifffs

ratios

with

time--

I
of on-peeak (13:00-20:00
0 June-Sept.) to
o
Figure 4. Impact
off-peak rattio on optimal azzimuth and finaancial percentagee
increase com
mpared to a sou
uth facing orienttation with tilt =
latitude = 35°
3 . Results for the two calculaated examples in
n
this paper (S
Sacramento and Las Vegas) are also shown.

Clearly, a major detterminant of the optimall
orientation
n is the on- to
o off-peak ratiio. Figure 4
shows sim
mulations for a hypothetical location with
h
latitude 35
5° over a rang
ge of on- to off-peak
o
ratioss

durinng summer aft
fternoons (13:000-20:00 June--Sept.)
comppared to a unniform $0.06/kkWh tariff at other
timess. The financial benefit of optimal orienttations
contiinues to increease with on-- to off-peak ratio,
althoough the optim
mal azimuth itself tends towaards an
asym
mptote of arounnd 60° west off south. The rresults
for the Sacramennto and Las Vegas tarifffs are
superrimposed, althhough they devviate from the trends
due tto slight differrences in latituude and the fact that
their off-peak tarifffs are not comppletely uniform
m.
4.3 Customer d
demand pro
ofile with p
peakdependent tariffs

The benefits descrribed in Sectioon 3.3 for the peakdepenndent tariff in Ottawa, ON assumedd the
custoomer’s peak w
was reduced by exactly thhe PV
generration amountt, which appliees only if the power
generrated does noot itself shift the position of the
peakss. An exampple of peak sshifting is givven in
Appeendix C.
As tariffs evolve and aas customers seek to
offseet a larger propportion of theiir demand from
m PV,
the ppossibilities of peak shiftinng and net-neegative
poweer consumptionn need to be taaken into accoount in
conjuunction with tthe individuall demand proffile of
each customer.
4.4 Future trends

M
Most FITs aree not time-deppendent and, as the
cost of solar poweer approaches grid parity [200, 21],
and becomes ecconomical w
without goverrnment
incenntives, [22-24], regulators aree gradually redducing
FITs . Within a ffew years, residential and small
businness PV installlations may thherefore need tto rely
on o ffsetting the ccosts of regulaar tariffs, whicch are
increeasingly time-ddependent [14]. A major diffference
betw
ween FITs and ToU tariffs is that there is no long
term contract asssociated withh ToU tarifffs. As
custoomers adapt ttheir demand to ToU tarifffs the
distriibution compannies may reduuce the ratio beetween
on- and off-peakk charges soo that the optimal
modules is alterred.
orienntation of PV m
T
This point alsoo affects large customers subj
bject to
grid-ppeak-dependennt tariffs. In O
Ontario, the avverage
hourlly demand oveer the grid’s peeak days is shoown in
Figurre 5 for 2010 and 2013. Thhe peak has flaattened
durinng this period due to large ccustomers seekking to
offseet the grid ppeak charge itself, comm
mercial
builddings being pree-cooled in thee early morninng, and
also due to ToU ppricing and reecently implem
mented
demaand response pprograms. Futture years couuld see
moree grid peaks at mid-day aand less in thhe late
afternnoon. An optimization for O
Ottawa with a 50/50
probaability of grid peaks at 12:000 and 17:00 eeastern
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standard time (EST) resulted in an optimal azimuth
30° west of south and a tilt of 35°.
The results of the current paper are also
important in jurisdictions without time-dependent
tariffs today, since [14] indicates their increasing
introduction in the future. The optimal orientation of
solar modules today depends on tariffs anticipated
tomorrow, emphasising the importance of utilities
announcing tariff plans in advance. An alternative
would be to design a PV racking system that allows
the azimuth to be changed on occasion.

Figure 5. Ontario diurnal demand averaged over the 5 days
for which grid peak charges were calculated.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper quantifies the extent to which time of
day/year pricing affects the optimal orientation of
non-tracking PV modules for time-dependent FITs,
ToU tariffs and peak dependent tariffs. It also gives
the percentage increase in revenue compared to a
south facing orientation tilted just less than the
latitude, and is based on tariffs in Sacramento, CA,
Las Vegas, NV and Ottawa, ON. In order to focus on
the impact of tariff, the analysis is based on
simulations of a constant-efficiency PV system
operating under year-round clear-sky conditions. The
results show that these tariffs significantly affect the
optimal azimuth, shifting it west by 28° to 54°, with
little effect on tilt. Compared to a south facing
orientation with tilt just less than latitude the dollar
value of the power generated is increased by 4% to
19%. The peak-dependent components of the Ontario
tariff contribute substantially more to these results
than the wholesale electricity price variability, while
cloudiness is found to be a minor factor.

Impact of Tariffs on optimal PV Orientation

For time-dependent tariffs, as the ratio
between the charges at times of grid peak (13:0020:00 June-Sept.) and those at non-peak times
increases, the optimal azimuth tends towards an
asymptote around 60° west of south and the
percentage
increase
in
revenue
increases
approximately linearly (assuming a latitude of 35°
which is typical for such a tariff in North America).
In other tariffs, some customers are charged an
amount dependent on their own peak usage, which
may occur at a different time of day than the grid
peak, so that the possibility of PV generation shifting
the time of the customer peak needs to be taken into
account on a customer by customer basis.
From the viewpoint of a PV system owner,
the increase in revenue from an optimal orientation
can have a proportionately larger impact on the return
on investment, since the costs are unchanged. Only
the FIT includes a contract with a term comparable
with PV module lifetimes. In jurisdictions with timeor peak-dependent tariffs, installers and owners need
to plan for future changes by (i) using an increased
(decreased) azimuth if there is a reason to anticipate
higher (lower) tariffs on late summer afternoons in
the future, or (ii) designing an initial installation for
which the cost of re-orienting the PV modules at a
later date is acceptable. In jurisdictions without timeor peak-dependent tariffs today, installers and owners
need to use a non-south facing orientation in order to
plan for future introduction of such tariffs.
From the viewpoint of a government
regulator, tariffs of this type provide a clear incentive
to generate solar power at times when the grid is
experiencing high demand, and thus aid in deferring
grid maintenance and upgrade costs. Regulators may
wish to consider long term plans in which certain
tariffs are announced for future years, if they wish to
incentivize investments that reduce demand at grid
peak times.
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Appendix A: Model of Revenue from PV Modules

The irradiance model, [17], takes into account the following:
 the orientation of the earth relative to the sun at different times of year;
 the apparent extraterrestrial flux at different times of the year;
 an empirically fitted relation between air mass ratio and beam radiation;
 the tilt and azimuth of the PV module;
 the angle between the module and the beam radiation;
 the way in which diffuse irradiance varies with time of year;
 reflected irradiance, due to reflection of both beam and diffuse irradiance by the surface in front of the
collector.
The complete model is described in [17, pp. 388-418] and the equations are listed in [17, pp. 423-4]. The resulting
figure for solar irradiance Imh, in W/m2 is:
,

,

,

,

where:
B, D, R are the beam, diffuse and reflected irradiance respectively
m, h are the month and hour respectively
, are the azimuth and tilt of the PV module, using the convention established by [17] that azimuth is positive to
the east of south.
Irradiance is converted into Watts of electric power yield, P, using an efficiency factor for the PV module itself and
an efficiency factor for the balance of the system including cabling and inverters. The model assumes a constant
photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 15% for modules and overall system conversion efficiency of 80% for balance
of the system. Thus:
,

0.80 ∗ 0.15 ∗

,

The model takes into account the cosine dependence of power generated on the angle of incidence between the
module and the irradiance, but does not include secondary variations in PV module efficiency due to factors such as
irradiance magnitude, temperature and the reflectance losses at high angles of incidence, which all depend on
location and/or technology.
The electrical power yield at each hour of each day throughout a year is then mapped to the tariff applicable
at that particular time to calculate the revenue (cost saving) at each hour of the year. The net yearly revenue (cost
saving), R, as a function of tilt and azimuth is found by summing the hourly revenue over an entire year for a range
of tilt and azimuth angles for the PV modules:
,

,
,

where

is the value in dollars of one kilowatt hour (kWh) of electric power at hour h of month m.
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Appendix B: Tariff for Ottawa, ON, Reflecting Peak Demand

Customers large enough to be subject to this type of tariff typically have campuses with multiple buildings. The tariff
for large customer (> 3 MW) in Ottawa, ON, includes three components:

a)

The wholesale price of power, Hourly Ontario Electricity Price, HOEP [19], is determined by the balance
between supply and demand on the wholesale market. Large customers are subject to regulatory charges
and a debt retirement charge, also based on total consumption, which average 50% on top of the HOEP. We
use the average HOEP for each hour and each month of the year, which has an average of 0.03 $/kWh at
most PV-generation times and a range of 0.06-0.07 $/kWh on summer afternoons.
b) The customer’s peak demand each month is assessed during the hour when demand was greatest. The hour
in general varies from month to month. We take the situation of a hypothetical customer whose peak
demand is in the hour ending 10:00 EST from November to March and 14:00 EST from April to October.
The charge represents the costs associated with the transmission and distribution networks amounting to a
total of $7.62/kW per month.
c) The grid peak tariffs are assessed using the top ranked 5 hours of demand throughout the whole year,
announced retroactively. These peak hours for the 4 years of operation of this tariff are given in Table B1,
from which it can be seen that they typically occur late in summer afternoons, at times when the sun is
significantly west of south. The charge during the following year is based on the percentage that the
customer’s peak demand contributed to overall system demand during the five peak hours. The charge
represents costs associated with peak grid operation, maintenance, upgrades and the difference between
power purchase contracts and HOEP, and amounted to $270.30/kW per year or $22.53/kW per month in
2013.

Items a) and c) apply throughout Ontario, and item b) includes a component specific to Ottawa.
Table B1. Grid peak hours for Ontario 2010-13.

2010
Hourending,
EST
July 6
16:00
July 7
16:00
July 8
15:00
Aug 31 16:00
Sept 1
16:00
Date

Date
July 18
July 19
July 20
July 21
July 22

2011
Hourending,
EST
16:00
17:00
17:00
16:00
12:00

Date
June 20
July 04
July 06
July 17
July 23

2012
Hourending,
EST
16:00
17:00
16:00
16:00
14:00

Date
July 15
July 16
July 17
July 18
July 19

2013
Hourending,
EST
17:00
17:00
17:00
17:00
14:00
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Appendix C: Customer Demand Profile with peak-dependent tariffs

The power generated at a single customer site is unlikely to affect the time of the peak demand for the
entire Province on Ontario. However, for many customers, the diurnal load profile is broader than the diurnal PV
generation profile so that the net profile may have a new time at which the peak occurs. The magnitude of the net
decrease in peak is dependent on the demand profile of the customer, the PV generation profile and the ratio
between PV generation and customer demand. In Figure C1 we analyse a hypothetical customer having a broad
demand profile (with peak of 97 kW at 14:00) combined with the July PV generation profile for the nominal 50 kW
system in Section 3.3, which was optimized including late afternoon grid peaks. The net demand after consuming
the generated power has a peak of 67 kW at 10:00. The peak has been reduced by only 30 kW, although the PV
generation at the time of the gross peak (14:00) was 38 kW. This situation is caused by the tariff structure
emphasising late afternoon grid peaks, more than the customer’s peaks in early afternoon, and due to the high ratio
of PV generation to load of 51%.

Figure C1. Example of the shifting peak in the diurnal net demand profile as a result of the difference between gross demand and
the PV generation implemented as per the optimized system in Section 3.3 for July.

This effect occurs for customers subject to tariffs that have an explicit charge for the peak customer
demand. By contrast, time-dependent tariffs such as those analysed for Sacramento and Las Vegas assign a value to
solar whenever it is generated, independent of shifts in peak demand.
Another situation in which the customer demand profile is important in assessing the value of solar
offsetting is when solar generation is higher than customer demand. Time-of-use tariffs are being introduced more
widely [14], but may or may not allow power to be fed into the grid and credited in this case.
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